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1. Introduction
Congratulations on your decision to become a personal chef! You’ve
chosen a career that’s fun, rewarding, and that offers you plenty of
opportunities to develop your food knowledge and expertise, while
providing a valuable service.
Your interest in becoming a personal chef probably stems from your
own day-to-day experience of putting an appetizing and healthy meal
on the table for your family and friends. Chances are you enjoy every
step of the process, from finding the perfect recipe and purchasing the
freshest ingredients, to experimenting with fresh herbs, spices and
ethnic specialties.
You appreciate the texture of foods, revel in their individual flavors and
aromas, and love adjusting your favorite recipes to make them uniquely
your own. You can happily spend hours browsing grocery store aisles,
looking for new treasures. Best of all, you love the raves that come your
way from appreciative relatives and guests who say things like, “You
should be a professional chef!” But you also understand the challenges
of cooking every day, especially if you work outside your home, have a
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demanding career, or just don’t have time to plan a healthy menu every
day.
Cooking and menu planning are both arts and skills. Knowing how to
follow a recipe, then develop it to suit someone else’s tastes and dietary
needs, takes skill. But knowing how to prepare food that it is also a
feast for the eyes, and making sure that each meal component is cooked
to perfection — that’s the art of cooking. And both are the stock-intrade of successful personal chefs.
The FabJob Guide to Become a Personal Chef gives you the information you
need to get started and succeed in this fun and fulfilling career. You’ll
learn how to hone your skills and develop the creative touches that
make being a personal chef both rewarding and profitable. And you’ll
learn some tricks of the trade from successful personal chefs that will
turn your clients into your best source of advertising and referrals.

1.1 A Career as a Personal Chef
Until the late 1980s, personal cheffing had not yet become an industry,
and private chefs were typically hired only by wealthy people or by
exclusive clubs. But by the 1990s, busy parents and working people
discovered that hiring a personal chef to prepare a pre-set number
of meals, package them by portion size, and freeze them for future
use enabled them to serve wholesome and delicious meals without
spending hours over a hot stove. A new industry was born!
Nowadays, anyone that wants a handy supply of ready-made food
prepared--either in their own kitchen or in a professional kitchen-to their specifications can hire a personal chef. A smart (and busy)
personal chef will offer menus to satisfy a broad range of tastes, styles
and dietary needs, including low-fat, heart-healthy, gluten-free, familystyle meals and ethnic specialties. Some personal chefs even build their
entire business around cooking for clients on medically recommended
diets.

1.1.1 What is a Personal Chef?
A personal chef is hired by a client to prepare a predetermined number
of individual or family meals that are ready to reheat and eat that day,
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or are packaged, dated, labeled with heating instructions, and frozen
for future use. A personal chef will usually prepare, package, label and
freeze client orders in clients’ homes, although personal chefs who are
also caterers may choose to cook meals in their own licensed kitchen
and deliver them to clients’ homes. A growing number of personal
chefs rent and share professional kitchens with other personal chefs
or caterers. This gives them the option of preparing orders and simply
delivering them to clients.
Menus are customized for each client, and are dictated by individual
tastes, nutritional goals and dietary requirements. A personal chef will
meet with a prospective client to discuss food preferences, any special
dietary restrictions, frequency of service and many other details.
Increasingly, personal chefs are coming into the mainstream of domestic
services. No longer an unaffordable luxury reserved for only the most
affluent, the bulk of personal chef business now often comes from busy
middle class families who want to eat healthy, delicious meals without
spending hours in the kitchen. And judging by the growing number
of personal chefs starting new businesses every year, there is plenty of
demand for this specialized service.
On a cautionary note that we’ll return to over and over again, one of
a personal chef’s top priorities — and the one that will sink business
in a heartbeat if it’s ignored, or even if it happens accidentally — is to
provide food that is prepared, handled and packaged for long-term
storage in strict compliance with food safety standards. While many
aspects of your personal chef business are subject to your own style and
flair, food that makes someone queasy or ill can stop your business in its
tracks, and you might find yourself consulting an attorney to help sort
out the mess.

1.1.2 P
 ersonal Chef Vs. Private Chef, Caterer or
Restaurant Chef
Personal chefs, private chefs and caterers all provide food service to
clients who pay for their culinary expertise. They are all driven by the
specific needs and preferences of their customers. While caterers serve
functions ranging from an intimate dinner party to events for hundreds
or even thousands of people, personal chefs are hired to prepare a
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limited number of meals for individual families, or to provide in-home
catering for small cocktail or dinner parties. Private chefs are generally
employed full-time by one family or household, will prepare all meals,
and may even live in.
One major difference between personal chefs, private chefs and caterers
is in the area of regulations. Personal chefs and private chefs who work
in the home kitchens of private clients are categorized as “domestic
workers,” and are generally not required to carry any special licenses
or permits. (Liability insurance is strongly advised, though, and many
clients ask to see an insurance certificate before they hire a personal
chef.)
Caterers, on the other hand, are required to work out of licensed
kitchens approved by the local public health department and subject
to random checks by health inspectors. Caterers are also required to
carry more insurance coverage, including workers’ compensation if
they regularly hire kitchen help or wait staff.
“Because a personal chef conducts all of their activity at the client’s
residence, there is little regulation. A caterer or someone working from
a commercial kitchen would have to meet requirements and licensing
issues that a personal chef can bypass. In most areas, the only license
you need is a business license.”
—

Phil Ellison, Executive Director,
USPCA & Culinary Business Academy

By contrast, a restaurant chef will usually offer a limited menu. Even
if it’s extensive, he is able to exert some control over what clients order
by offering daily specials or a prix fixe menu, often taking advantage
of local or seasonal products at good prices. A busy personal chef or
caterer, on the other hand, can find herself preparing dozens of different
menu items in a day, all in different quantities, in order to fulfill as many
bookings as she has for that day. Because many bookings are made
weeks or even months in advance, and involve menu items that are
chosen for their nutritional or dietary values, a personal chef cannot
always take advantage of sales or overabundance of seasonal items. In
addition to her culinary skills, the personal chef’s job demands superb
organization, the ability to prepare several dishes at once and flexibility.
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Some personal chefs enjoy the best of several food service careers
by offering catering services and perhaps cooking in an established
restaurant as well. While the schedule will be hectic, diversifying allows
a personal chef to withstand economic downturns in any particular
segment of the food industry.
Whether you choose to pursue a career solely as a personal chef, or in
addition to other food industry areas, depends on your business goals,
career objectives and training. If you lack culinary school training,
starting out as a personal chef helps you to gain professional cooking
experience. Once you build confidence in your ability and master a
repertoire of cooking techniques and foolproof recipes, you may want
to add catering or restaurant cooking to your list of qualifications.
Conversely, chefs who have spent years in large restaurants, hotels,
institutional kitchens or running large-scale catering companies often
enjoy the narrower focus afforded by being a personal chef. They find
that personal cheffing allows a greater scope for their creativity and
attention to detail, as well as escape from long hours spent in the often
hectic and overheated environment of the commercial kitchen.

1.1.3 Why Hire a Personal Chef?
Your first question might be, “why do people hire a personal chef?”
The reasons are as individual and varied as your clients themselves, but
some of the most common are:
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•

Desire to pack a healthy lunch for work or school

•

Desire to have a stock of healthy snacks on hand

•

Special dietary needs, often prescribed by physician

•

Allergies or food sensitivities that make cooking a challenge

•

Desire to lose weight

•

Desire to spend more time with the family

•

Desire to establish and teach good dietary habits and eating
patterns

•

Desire to expose children to a wide variety of foods

•

Home with a new baby

•

Convalescing from illness, injury or surgery

“Clients are concerned about nutrition these days. Most clients are not
only looking for the luxury and convenience of having a chef prepare
their meals, but also to help them maintain a healthy diet.”
—

Chef Christopher Anderson,
Boston area

1.1.4 Services Provided by a Personal Chef
Personal chefs provide a variety of services to accommodate their
clients’ needs and budgets.

Regular Scheduled Service
Regular clients are those who schedule weekly, biweekly or monthly
cook dates, usually on the same day of the week each time, or on the
same date each month (for example, the first day of each month).
You can book them into your calendar just as you would any regular,
recurring appointment. These are the clients who rely on your service to
help keep their households and their lives running smoothly.
Some of your clients will want (or grow) to depend on you entirely
to supply all their weekly mealtime needs. They may only cook on
weekends, or not at all. In addition to full-course meals, they may also
request salads, soups, appetizers, baked goods, items they can pack
Copyright © 2018 FabJob Inc.  
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for work or school lunches and snack foods. Or they may have a set
number of meals that they want to order every week. They may choose
fresh or frozen items, or a combination.
Families with hectic schedules that include long working hours, lots
of extracurricular activities or travel may know in advance that they
require a certain number of healthy, balanced meals each week that
spouses or children can pop into the oven or microwave. Some clients
opt to do some of the daily cooking themselves, usually salads and side
dishes. They may choose to order extra main courses instead.
Clients who require regularly scheduled service usually request weekly,
bi-weekly (every two weeks) or monthly visits. Preparing, packaging
and freezing more than a months’ worth of food at a time is usually selfdefeating and impractical. Your clients probably don’t want to eat food
that’s been hanging around the freezer for more than a month, no matter
how delicious it may be. Long-term storage also requires more available
freezer space than most people have.
Regular clients are the backbone of your business, so treat them
accordingly. They are hiring you not only for convenience and your
skill as a chef, but for your dependability as well. Be sure to earn their
trust. Check in with them regularly to make sure they enjoyed their last
order. If there was an item they didn’t care for, replace it on your next
visit with a comparable item of their choosing. Don’t cancel their cook
dates for anything less than a true emergency, and add an occasional
bonus to their order, such as an extra soup or side dish, or a pan of
brownies.
Betty Burleigh, owner of Dinner Is Served Personal Chef Service,
usually picks up some fresh flowers to leave for her clients while she’s
shopping for their menu ingredients!

Occasional or Temporary Service
Your goal is to have as many weekly, biweekly or monthly clients as
possible, but don’t underestimate the value of clients who just call you
when they need you, or who need you to help get them through special
or unusual circumstances. While you won’t be able to rely on them to
form the core of your business and cash flow, they can significantly
supplement your income.
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Occasional Help
Not all clients find it practical, necessary or economically feasible to
hire a personal chef on a regular basis. They may like, or need, to eat
out frequently, or have regularly scheduled events that take them
away from home, leaving family members to fend for themselves at
mealtimes. They may know in advance that they require service at
regular intervals, or their needs may be less predictable.
Chances are that, at least when you’re starting out, most clients will try
out your service by calling you when they need you. Your flexibility and
willingness to service customers on a one-time or occasional basis will
be especially valuable in spreading your reputation by word of mouth,
which can significantly boost your business. It also puts you at the front
of a potential customer’s mind if she later decides to hire a personal chef
for regularly scheduled service.
Because these cook dates are usually booked as needed, be sure to let
occasional clients know how much lead time you require, and don’t
hesitate to check in with them once in a while to make sure they enjoyed
their last order and to see if there’s anything more they need. Occasional
clients will mostly choose frozen menu items, although they may
select a salad or some other fresh menu item to use during the days
immediately following their cook date. Items like magnetized business
cards that clients can attach to their fridge, monthly newsletters,
postcards announcing seasonal or holiday specials or regular blog posts
also help to remind occasional clients that you’re available.

Specialized or Temporary Service
Special occasion or temporary clients may hire you for a single event,
such as a dinner party or holiday dinner, or for a set period of time to
help them cope with an unusual situation, emergency, medical situation
or special—but short-term—dietary need.
For example, someone may hire you to prepare meals for a weight loss
plan. Clients require temporary, highly specialized service for a whole
gamut of reasons, including:
•

Convalescence from surgery, injury, or illness

•

A newly diagnosed health condition such as heart disease, cancer,
or diabetes
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•

Recent childbirth

•

A new job that places unusual demands on time

•

A new weight-loss regime

•

Conversion to a new dietary regimen such as vegetarian, vegan
or macrobiotic

As a personal chef, you can provide foods in the client’s home for
almost any function that a caterer might handle, but for a smaller
number of guests. You can also boost sales and increase your visibility
by offering to service functions that are usually too small for a regular
caterer, such as:
•

Dinner parties

•

Romantic dinners for two

•

Holiday dinners and seasonal parties (Christmas, Thanksgiving,
etc.)

•

Housewarming parties

•

Cocktail parties

•

Dessert buffets

•

After-theater buffets

•

Pre-game parties

• Children’s parties

If you’re going to market your availability as a personal chef to
undertake these types of events, be prepared to offer a high degree
of specialization. A reputation for impeccable attention to detail,
sumptuous foods, versatility and superlative service will ensure a
steady flow of customers and an abundance of repeat business.
Clients dealing with special or stressful circumstances are often willing
to pay a premium to secure a service they need with a provider they
trust. So while these jobs are time-limited, it pays to give them the
same dedication and attention to detail that you give your regular and
occasional clients. And who knows? A special occasion or temporary
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client might decide that she wants to make your service part of her life
on a regular basis.

1.2 A Growth Industry
As in most industries, personal chefs took their share of hard knocks
during the recent economic downturn. Nonetheless, there are still
thousands of people in North America who struggle with the stress
of putting a healthy and appetizing meal on the table every night,
especially after a long day at work or if they feed people with a variety
of tastes or specific dietary requirements. As long as there are people—
for whatever reason—who need help with day-to-day cooking, personal
chefs will continue to be in demand.
According to the United States Personal Chef Association (USPCA),
an industry data leader, there are approximately 6,000 active working
personal chefs in North America. A relatively new industry that began
in 1991, growth was slow until 1995, and then surged rapidly until
1999. A second surge began in 2000 and continues to the present day.
The USPCA attributes the ongoing industry growth to an increasing
number of consumers discovering and recognizing the tangible benefits
of hiring a personal chef.
“Everyone knows the value of eating right, but few households have
the time or resources to accomplish quality meals and the family
dinner hour night after night. With demands on people to produce
more, be everywhere and do everything, people are required to seek
outside assistance. That means restaurants, fast food, meals from a
box, or the use of a professional service where they can get exactly
what they want and need at a fair price with confidence.”
—

Phil Ellison, Executive Director,
USPCA & Culinary Business Academy

1.3 Benefits of Being a Personal Chef
By deciding to be a personal chef, you’re choosing a career loaded with
benefits. They include:
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Being Part of a Growth Industry
The personal chef industry has demonstrated strong growth over the
past decade, and shows no signs of slowing down. As long as people
are looking for healthy and creative ways to serve meals day-to-day,
personal chefs will be in demand.

Rewarding Work
Not only is being a personal chef enjoyable and often downright fun, it
also gives you the opportunity for personal growth as you develop and
hone your skills. And there’s the sense of validation you get every time
you delight a client.
In time, you might decide to specialize in a particular culinary style,
or to focus on vegetarian or medically prescribed diets. Whatever
direction you choose, you’ll enjoy plenty of variety. Each job is different;
each client’s needs vary. That means that you’ll finish every job with a
little more experience, and the pleasure of knowing you successfully
rose to a new challenge.

Meeting Important People
It’s a fact that everyone needs to eat. It’s also a fact that we show esteem
and respect for our honored guests largely by how and what we
feed them. For some, the more lavish, the better. But for others, their
performance, or even their very career, hinges upon what they eat,
when they eat and how much they eat. Feeding the famous can help a
personal chef go from virtual anonymity to being in demand.

Creative Opportunities
If you love to cook, you probably see pots and pans as palettes from
which you, the artist, create edible works of art with ingredients of
every hue and texture. The ability to turn ordinary foods into a pleasing
meal that appeals to every sense is one of the attributes clients value
most in a personal chef. Opportunities to exercise your creativity
abound in this career. And the skill to do so will set you apart as an
expert in your field. Your creativity plays out in a very personal way, as
it enhances clients’ lives, and becomes a valued component in the wellbeing of their families.
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Helping People
Not only will you come into contact with dozens of people each year
(sometimes at a single event!), but you will also have the satisfaction of
knowing you’re providing a service that makes mealtime worry-free for
your clients, and enables them to relax and enjoy themselves. You’ll use
your expertise and experience to help clients navigate the multitude of
choices and decisions they make about feeding themselves and people
they love. And because they’re grateful to you for making their lives
more manageable, chances are excellent they’ll enthusiastically refer
others to you.

Income
As with any career, income levels depend on your experience,
geographic location, size and scale of your business and target customer
base. According to the USPCA, a full-time personal chef who works
four or five days each week should earn around $1,000 per week. But
a personal chef who works in partnership with another chef, offers
catering services, or sells prepared meals in a retail storefront can earn
considerably more.

Freedom
When you work for yourself in your own personal chef business, you
control the amount of time you work. You’re free to accept jobs that
appeal to you and turn down those that don’t, or that put too great a
burden on you. As your own boss, you will be adding immeasurably to
your own quality of life.

1.4 Inside This Guide
The FabJob Guide to Become a Personal Chef is arranged to take you in
a step-by-step manner through getting started and succeeding as
a personal chef. These steps, and the chapters they appear in, are as
follows:
Chapter 2 will give you helpful information on Getting Ready so you
can succeed in this career. You will find resources for enhancing your
interpersonal skills, professional skills, organizational ability and
creativity. This chapter also covers the best resources for learning about
being a personal chef, and explains how to get experience.
Copyright © 2018 FabJob Inc.  
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Chapter 3, Starting Your Personal Chef Business, explains the different
services personal chefs provide and covers practical information, such
as the best resources for setting up your business. You will also learn
vital information such as how to write a business plan, how to get startup financing, how to market your services and attract clients, and how
to hire and work with support staff. You will also find valuable advice
on working with vendors — companies that supply the products and
services you will need to run your personal chef business.
Chapter 4 focuses on Running Your Personal Chef Business. You will learn
how to how to perform a client consultation, as well as how to plan
menus, accommodate special food requests, develop a work plan and
schedule, prepare and package the food order, and clean up afterwards.
Chapter 5 will give you strategies for Getting Clients through effective
marketing tools and techniques, with scripts and advice about how to
sell your services.
When you’re finished with this guide you will know what step to take
next and where to go from there. By applying what you learn here,
it’s just a matter of time before you’ll be where you want to be… in an
exciting career as a Personal Chef!
You have reached the end of the free sample of the FabJob Guide
to Become a Personal Chef. You can find the most recently updated
information for this career in the Personal Chef Certificate Course
offered by International Association of Professions Career College
(also known as IAP Career College) at iapcollege.com. Visit Personal
Chef Certificate Course to learn more.
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Get a Personal Chef Certificate

The next time someone asks you “Why should I hire you for your
dream career?” or “What are your credentials?” imagine being
able to say: “I am a trained professional with a certificate from the
International Association of Professions Career College!”
A certificate from the International Association of Professions
Career College may give you:
• Respect as a professional plus a sense of confidence and
achievement
• A competitive advantage when marketing your services
• A credential for your resume when applying for employment
• Assurance to clients of your professionalism and evidence
of your expertise
• Higher earnings (according to the U.S. Bureau of Labor
Statistics publication Certificates: A fast track to careers)
This part-time 6-week course is open to students anywhere in the
world and is offered online, allowing you to earn a Personal Chef  
Certificate from the comfort of your own home.
If you enjoyed this sample guide, you can receive the complete
guide as an online textbook when you register for the course. You
will also receive access to the comprehensive, self-directed online
Personal Chef Certificate Course, a faculty member who can
provide you with personal teaching assistance and career advice,
a beautiful professional Personal Chef Certificate upon successful
completion of the course, and more.
Visit the Personal Chef Certificate Course page on the IAP Career
College website for more information and to register.

Visit iapcollege.com for more dream careers!
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Business
Business Analyst
Business Consultant
Business Ethics
Cake Decorator
Candy Store Owner
Cannabis Business Owner
Career Coach
Caterer
Chocolate Shop Owner
Cleaning Business Owner
Closet Organizer
Coffee House Owner
Craft Store Owner
Dance Studio Owner
Daycare Owner
Death Doula
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Digital Marketing
Dog Daycare Owner
Dog Walker
Doula Business Owner
Economics
End-of-Life Doula
Errand Assistant
Etiquette Consultant
Event Planner
Executive Assistant
Executive Coach
Fashion Accessories Store
Owner
Fashion Designer
Feng Shui Consultant
Fitness Club Owner
Florist
Freelance Writer
Genealogist
Gift Basket Business
Owner
Gift Shop Owner
Gourmet Food Store
Owner
Graphic Designer
Hair Salon Owner
Handyman Business
Owner
Happiness Coach

• Home Decor Store Owner
• Home Stager
• Human Resources
Consultant
• Ice Cream Shop Owner
• Image Consultant
• Interior Decorator
• Interior Redesigner
• Jewelry Designer
• Landscape Company
Owner
• Life Coach
• Lifestyle Expert
• Makeup Artist
• Management
• Management Consultant
• Matchmaker
• Motivational Speaker
• Nail Salon Owner
• New Age Store Owner
• Non-Profit Business
Owner
• Office Manager
• Organic Farmer
• Party Planner
• Party Store Owner
• Personal Assistant
• Personal Chef
• Personal Concierge
• Personal Shopper
• Personal Trainer
• Pet Hotel Owner
• Pet Sitter
• Pet Spa Owner
• Professional Organizer
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Professional Photographer
Project Manager
Psychology
Public Relations
Consultant
Relationship Coach
Restaurant Owner
Sales Professional
Secondhand Store Owner
Social Entrepreneur
Social Media Consultant
Sociology
Spa Owner
Stationary Store Owner
Tea Room Owner
Teacher of English as a
Foreign Language
Time Management
Travel Consultant
Virtual Assistant
Web Designer
Wedding Planner
Weight Loss Center
Owner
Wellness Coach
Wine Store Owner
Winery Owner
Yoga Studio Owner

